
EXTENDED PACKING, 

SHIPPING, AND TRACKING 

FOR  SAGE ERP 

xCarrier for Sage ERP 
xCarrier is a multi-carrier, multi-modal shipping system that 

operates as an extension of your Sage ERP.  It is certified by 

Sage, as well as with your carriers.  There is a reason that 

xCarrier is used by tens-of-thousands of shippers around 

the world. 

Ease of Use 
xCarrier is better than easy.  It’s brilliantly simple.   
Enter or scan a Sales Order or Delivery, and let  
xCarrier do the rest.  

Shipping Execution 
xCarrier automatically weighs, rates, validates the  
shipping address, prints all labels and documents,  
tenders shipments to your carriers, and automatically 
updates Sage ERP with transportation costs and  
tracking numbers. 

Logistics Data Quality 
xCarrier not only corrects and validates shipping  
addresses, it marks them as residential or commercial 
so that your rate correctly.  If you ship international,   
xCarrier can perform denied parties screening before 
the shipment leaves your dock. 
 
Shipment Track and Trace 
Once your shipments are on carrier trucks, xCarrier 

doesn’t stop there.  By attaching a visibility tether to 

each and every package, xCarrier  proactively tracks 

all shipments and returns important supply chain 

information such as Proof of Deliveries. 
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YOU DON’T HAVE TO SETTLE

FOR MANUAL PROCESSES OR  

OUTDATE TECHNOOGY 

LET XCARRIER TRANSFORM YOUR 

OUTBOUND SHIPPING OPERATION 
You no longer have to settle for manual processes or  outdated shipping  

technology that is difficult to use and maintain, fails to prevent  shipping errors, and  

does not operate as an extension of your ERP system.  Let ProcessWeaver help you  

better leverage your investment in Sage. 

YOU DON’T HAVE TO  
 SETTLE!

FOR MANUAL PROCESSES OR  

OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY THAT 

MAY BE COSTING YOU  

BIG DOLLARS 

Specialized Capabilities 

Freight Shopping 
If you use multiple carriers to manage your outbound transportation, why not rate shop them to gain price and  
time-in-transit advantages.  Improve customer service, while reducing your transportation costs.  xCarrier allows you to rate 
shop at the time of sales order creation from with your Sage ERP system.   
 
Routing Guide 
If making the correct carrier selection involves more than price and times-in-transit, xCarrier includes a configurable routing 
guide that allows you to manage multiple business rules, such as minimum and maximum weight considerations,  ship from 
locations, destinations, product types, day of the week, and much more.  Whatever your routing rules or logic, xCarrier ’s 
Routing Guide can be configured to help you manage this critical transportation function. 
 
Global Trade Export Filings 
If your company ships internationally, and the goods value of a shipment exceed $ 2,500, in most instances you’re required 
to file your export information with U.S. Customs and Border Protection ACE system.  ProcessWeaver allows you to  
eliminate filing this information via the ACE web site or though some costly third-party, by letting you manage all your filings 
directly from xCarrier.   
 
Dangerous Goods Shipping 
Shipping hazardous material is both time consuming and complicated.  xCarrier HazMat component  facilitates the  
production of all required hazardous material documents for transportation, domestically or internationally, by ground or air.  
In addition, it can perform all compliance checks necessary to ensure that shipments will not be returned by the carrier for 
inaccuracies, and helps reduce or virtually eliminate the risks of fines or carrier service suspensions.  
 
Inbound Supplier/Vendor Portal 
xCarrier not only allows shippers to manage their outbound shipping activities, but manage the inbound shipping from  
suppliers, distributors, and logistics services providers via a simple-to-use web portal that your trading partners can use to 
ship products to you.  You no longer need to give away your account number.  You no longer have to worry that  
 suppliers are upgrading shipments to more costly expedited services.  And with xCarrier’s Supplier TMS Portal (STP) you  
always have visibility on goods coming into your facilities. 

About ProcessWeaver 

For the 10 + years ProcessWeaver has successfully worked with organizations running Sage ERP system to help them 
bring together technology and process improvement to empower better transportation execution.  ProcessWeaver  
solutions are used by tens-of-thousands of shippers in more than 65 countries; with millions and millions of packages 
being shipped on them each year.  With 150+ dedicated employees, your ProcessWeaver team is here to help you achieve 
shipping excellence wherever you ship from or ship to anywhere in the world. 
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